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I enjoyed the game until I upgraded to Windows 10. Then the game glitched and I can no longer play it. A little disappointed
that I cannot finish the game. I have been watching for an update.. One of the most beautiful games of the genre I've played.
There was one part that did not seem self-explanatory (got through it anyway) and I have managed to complete all but one of the
puzzles with top marks. This is the only hidden object game I have played that gives you an alternative minigame to play
instead! I would not pay the full price (having completed almost the entire game in five and a half hours) but I am an incurable
cheapskate and make no bones about it. This game is fun, enjoyable and not unfairly difficult as some other hidden-object
games have proven to be. The graphics are beautiful and other than a few 1px thick gaps, flawless. New to and veterans alike
should get a kick out of this! I did experience one crash and one black screen where I had to quit and come back in, but other
than that, I experienced no technical issues.. The hidden-object scenes were pretty nice, with the extra difficulty of items
switching between several shapes. I also enjoyed most of the mini games - once I'd checked a strategy guide for what exactly it
was I was supposed to do in it. Which brings me to my next, and fatal, point: The adventure is kind of illogical; it's hard to
understand what do do next. I don't like having to rely on the hint button just to understand where to go next. I also had to quit
the game and start it again once because a room didn't unlock when it was supposed to. Once I loaded my save everything
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worked properly, but I didn't get the (in-game) trophy. Final verdict: No.. Problems with item detection, translation errors in
italian, boring and/or annoying puzzles. Random crashes to desktop. Not recommended.. a decent HOG that is worth playing
with a few flaws. pros. great sound tracks. desent play time. (four hours for the story and 20 minutes for the bonus story) ok
graphics. ok voice acting. ok story. wide screen. cons. very annoying shape shifting HO items low resolution. i had one crash to
desktop while playing throughout the game. no hints on what to do on puzzles. overall i give this game 6/10 i recommend this
game only on sale.. Duration: 3 hours A forgettable HOPA that crashed half a dozen times and had a number of other glitches.
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